Accept more payments, anywhere.

It’s true. Taking checks used to be a big hassle—trips to the bank, lost checks, the worry of fraud. But being a mobile business means you need to be flexible when customers want to pay by check. That’s why there’s Clover Check Acceptance.

Offering the only mobile check capture service in the industry with a warranty, Clover Check Acceptance Mobile means you can securely process all types of checks electronically using a smartphone or tablet. Just take a picture of your customer’s check and TeleCheck will assess the transaction risk, issuing approval or decline advice to you within seconds. Approved transactions will be funded within two banking days. So even when you’re on the go, there’s no excuse to pass on a sale—especially one that will cost you less to process.

The value of check acceptance.

• **Offer More Payment Choice.** Allowing customers to pay as they please helps drive more sales and increase cash flow.

• **Lower Expenses, Faster funding.** Enjoy lower processing fees when accepting checks. Plus, approved transactions are funded within two banking days.

• **Reduce Risk.** Lessen chargebacks and significantly reduce fraud losses by shifting the responsibility of bad checks to TeleCheck.
Did you know?
Millions of Americans have checking accounts and no debit or credit cards. If you’re not set up to accept checks, you could be missing out on potential customers.

How it works.
1. Your customer signs the disclosure notice on the mobile device then hands the check over to you.
2. Take a picture of the front and back of the check and enter the sale amount and ID information.
3. TeleCheck issues acceptance or decline advice to you.
4. Approved transactions are funded within two banking days.

A perfect fit for your business on the go.
Clover Check Acceptance Mobile is a good fit for businesses that need to accept payments remotely.

• Plumbing and Home Repair
• Delivery Service
• At-Home Health and Medical Services
• Professional Service Providers
• HVAC Contractors
• Landscaping Companies
• Building Contractors
• Craft and Trade Shows
• Taxi and Limo Services

It’s so simple. Let’s get started.
With the industry’s leading check acceptance network, Clover Check Acceptance makes every sale possible.

Visit clover.com/get-paid/check-acceptance to learn more about Clover Check Acceptance.